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Abstract
A family of n  n symmetric circulant (0, 1) matrices is studied. It is shown that the de-
terminant of each matrix is .−1/n−1.n − 1/, a property shared with the adjacency matrix of
the complete graph on n nodes. As a result, each matrix in this family generates an incomplete
graph that forms a counterexample to a recent conjecture. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider a simple connected graph Gn on n nodes for which the determinant
of the adjacency matrix A.Gn/ satisfies the property
det.A.Gn// D .−1/n−1.n − 1/: (1)
For example, if we denote the n  n matrix with each entry equal to 1 by Jn, and
the n  n identity matrix by In, then the adjacency matrix for the complete graph
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Kn on n nodes is Jn − In. The product of the eigenvalues shows that this graph
satisfies (1).
Definition 1. Let Sn be the ordered graph on n D p2 C 1 nodes, with p > 3 an
odd integer, constructed as follows. Each node in the graph is of degree p with node
i; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n, connected to each of the p (distinct) nodes i C 1 C .p C 1/.t − 1/
(mod n), t D 1; 2; : : : ; p.
The smallest graph in this family has p D 3, and its adjacency matrix is the sym-
metric circulant
A.S10/ D
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
It may be found (using Maple for example) that the eigenvalues of this matrix are
3; −3 and two copies each of ..p5  1/=2/. Hence, the product of the eigenvalues
(and the determinant of A.S10// is −9 (see also [3, Table 3: graph 3.9]), and so S10
shares property (1) with K10. In [5, Conjecture 1], it is conjectured that each graph
that satisfies property (1) is complete. However, S10 shows that this is not the case.
We now proceed to show that each graph of the family prescribed by Definition 1
satisfies (1).
2. Determinant of A.Sn/
The entries of an n  n circulant C D Tcij U satisfy ciC1;jC1 D cij (mod n). Since
the first row of C completely determines the circulant, for convenience the entries of
the first row are written as aj D c1j . Hence, if P D Tpij U is the permutation matrix
with pi;iC1 D 1 (mod n), pij D 0 otherwise, then C D PnjD1 ajP j−1. By [1, Pro-
position 3.5], the eigenvalues of this circulant are E.k/,  D e2pi=n; k D 1; : : : ; n,
where
E.z/ D
nX
jD1
aj z
j−1 (2)
is the Hall polynomial of C [2, p. 158].
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Theorem 1. Let A.Sn/ be the adjacency matrix of the graph defined in Definition
1. Then det.A.Sn// D .−1/n.n − 1/ D det.A.Kn//.
Proof. Definition 1 implies that aj D 1 if and only if j D 2 C .p C 1/.t − 1/ for
t D 1; : : : ; p, and as p is odd, it follows that j is even so that each power of z in
E.z/ of (2) is odd. By substituting z D 1 and −1, respectively and counting the non-
zero terms in (2), the two eigenvalues obtained are E.1/ D p and E.−1/ D −p. For
each remaining value z D k D e2kpi=n; k D 1; 2; : : : ; n=2 − 1; n=2 C 1; : : : ; n − 1,
it follows that zpC1 =D 1 (since p D 2q C 1 for some integer q implies that gcd.p C
1; n/ D 2). The corresponding eigenvalue for z can be obtained from (2) using the
standard formula for the sum of a geometric progression
E.z/ D
pX
tD1
z1C.pC1/.t−1/ D z
(
1 − zp.pC1/
1 − zpC1
)
D z

1 − zp−1
1 − zpC1

: (3)
From (3), by observing n D p2 C 1 is even and zn D 1, it follows that E.k/
E.pkCn=2/  E.z/E.−zp/ D 1. Since gcd.p; n/ D 1, the sequence fpk C n=2
.mod n/; kD1; : : : ; ng cycles uniquely through all values of the integers kD1; : : : ; n.
It can now be shown that each eigenvalue other than p or −p is one of a sequence
of four eigenvalues (under the mapping k 7! pk C n=2) of the form ; −1; ; −1
for some  =D0. It follows that the product of the eigenvalues is det.A.Sn//Dp.−p/D
−.n − 1/ D .−1/n−1.n − 1/. This value is equal to det.A.Kn// as observed under
(1). 
The eigenvalues of A.Sn/ have an interesting octet structure that is characterized
in the following result.
Theorem 2. There are .n − 2/=8 non-zero numbers m so that the eigenvalues of
A.Sn/ are p; −p and .n − 2/=8 octets of eigenvalues each containing two copies of
each of m and −1m ; m D 1; : : : ; .n − 2/=8; and each of the latter eigenvalues
has a magnitude less than the spectral radius p.
Proof. Since p is odd, p D 2q C 1, and so .n − 2/=8 D .p2 C 1 − 2/=8 D .q2 C
q/=2, which is an integer for every integer value of q. This determines the number
of octets characterized below for each prescribed value of n. Since A.Sn/ is non-
negative, irreducible and symmetric, all eigenvalues are real, and Perron–Frobenius
theory implies that the two eigenvalues p and −p are simple, and all other eigen-
values have magnitude less than p. As each of these remaining eigenvalues E.z/ in
(3) is a real valued function of z with real coefficients, and z is an nth root of unity,
E.z/ D E.z/ D E.z/ D E.1=z/. This shows that each remaining eigenvalue occurs
twice. Also, by (3), E.−z/ D −E.z/, which shows that if  is an eigenvalue, then
− is also an eigenvalue. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that if  =D p, then −1
is also an eigenvalue. Combining these observations gives the octet result. 
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Note that by substituting z D e2kpi=n and using the polar form of the complex
exponential function, the n − 2 eigenvalues generated by (3) are given explicitly by
E.e2kpi=n/D sinfk.p − 1/p=ng
sinfk.p C 1/p=ng ;
k D 1; 2; : : : ; n
2
− 1; n
2
C 1; : : : ; n − 1; (4)
the denominator of which can be shown to be non-zero for the given range of k.
From Theorem 2, by using symmetry through the origin and through the real axis, it
is observed that the eigenvalues of each octet are generated by eight distinct points
on the unit circle, two in each quadrant of the complex plane. Having considered
numerical results for values of p up to 17, we believe that each of the octets contains
eigenvalues that are distinct from those in each other octet. We leave this as an open
question for the interested reader.
By Definition 1, odd numbered nodes of Sn are adjacent only to even numbered
nodes; thus Sn is a p-regular bipartite graph. By relabeling the nodes of Sn (i.e., per-
muting the rows and columns of A.Sn/) with odd numbered nodes in order followed
by even numbered nodes in order, the adjacency matrix of Sn becomes
OAn D

0 B
BT 0

;
with B D In=2 C P r C P 2r C    C P .p−1/r , where r D .p C 1/=2, and P D Tpij U
is the n=2  n=2 permutation matrix with pi;iC1 D 1.mod n=2/, pij D 0 otherwise.
As in the proof of [4, Theorem 2], B is non-singular with jdet.B/j D p. Therefore
det. OAn/ D .−1/n=2.det.B//2 D .−1/n=2p2 D .−1/n−1.n − 1/ D det.Kn/, since n=2
and n − 1 are odd. As noted by a referee, for a counterexample to [5, Conjecture 1],
with odd p > 3 and n D p2 C 1, matrix B can be replaced by any n=2  n=2 .0; 1/-
matrix with p ones in each row and each column that has determinant equal to p.
These matrices have minimum determinant of all non-singular n=2  n=2 matrices
with p ones in each row and each column, since gcd.p; n=2/ D 1; see [4, Theorem 2].
We conclude by noting that there are disconnected graphs for which (1) holds. For
example, the determinant of the adjacency matrix of a disconnected graph on 9 nodes
that is the union of three copies of K3 (i.e., three disjoint triangles) is equal to 8.
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